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Medium sized scruffy dog breeds

Getty Some people prefer big dog breeds, while some would rather go with a small breed - but if you ask us, the perfect pet is right in the middle! These medium sizes (and we can add, the lovenest breeds of dogs) are cuddly like small dogs, and as playful and gentle and larger dogs. Generally, dogs in this category weigh around 30-70 pounds, although some can certainly grow
larger or smaller. While they may be of general size, these varieties are completely different in level of activity, trainability, coat type and temperament. Looking for low pours that won't set off your allergies? Check the standard poodle. Need a running friend that can go on for miles? A short German or Dalmatian hair pointer can keep up over longer distances. Or do you need a
gentle soul that will play nice with the kids? Labrador Retrievers live up to their number one reputation as family dogs. These breeds include members from most breed groups (including sports, non-sport, working, hounds and terriers) except toys. That means they are bred for a variety of characteristics and purposes, including companionism! We've included some of the most
common categories (we see you, Golden Retrievers) but there are also some you may not know, like Boykin Spaniels and Pyrenean Shepherds. Before you take home any, do your homework on the costs and commitments associated with owning a pet. Always adopt animals from reputable sources, such as respected animal shelters or breeders. 1 out of 40 Australian Shepherd
Aussies are uncannily intelligent and independent, relying on their strong herding instincts. Loyal and devoted to their owners, these are wary of strangers. Weight: 40-70 pounds 2 of 40 Basset Hound 3 of 40 German Shorthaired Pointer GSPs can run, run, run - and then run some more. But their high energy does not deter too much. High scores in smarts, companionship, and
hunting abilities make GSPs one of the most popular in the country. Weight: 45-70 pounds 4 of 40 Husky Huskies Siberia is smart, happy, and responsive. They are nature friendly but also very stubborn. This high energy enjoys spending time outdoors. Weight: 35-60 pounds 5 of 40 Collie Both Timmy and Lassie can ate the devoted nature of collies. These active but affectionate
herders can obey orders quickly and accurately, but are forewarned: They tend to bark quite a lot. Weight: 50-75 pounds 6 of 40 Labrador Retriever It's no surprise that Labradors are still the most popular dog breed in the United States; These pooches are quite smart, friendly, and loyal. They are eager to please that Labs quickly adapt to jobs such as services, guides and rescue
dogs. Weight: 55-80 poundsRELATED: The 20 Best Dogs for Kids and Families 7 of 40 Poodle While We think of poodles for their pretty appearance, these pooches are more than meets the eye. They are known for their superior intelligence, so start thinking of interesting tricks to teach. Weight: 40-75 poundsRELATED: 15 Miniature Dog Breeds That Are Just Too Cute 8 of 40 40
Terrier With Their Legendary Loyalty, Airedale Terriers are extremely trustworthy with children. They are eager to please and learn quickly, but they may struggle to get along with the others. Weight: 50-70 pounds 9 of 40 Boxer Boxers are fun favorites that also make dogs watch great, protect your home from strangers. To keep up their playful nature, they need a lot of exercise
every day. Weight: 50-80 poundsRELATED: 13 Best Guard Dogs to Protect Your Family and Home 10 of 40 Australian Cattle Dogs Also called Blue Heelers, Australian Cattle Dogs are tireless herders who need lots of exercise and mental stimulation. You will be rewarded with a warning and curious companion. Weight: 35-50 pounds 11 of 40 American Eskimo Dog Surprisingly,
Eskies don't have any relationship with Eskimos – they really have become as popular in America as circus dogs, performing tricks and walking through tightropes. As a family, Eskies is playful, playful, and intelligent – not to mention a cinch to teach. Weight: 25-35 poundsRELATED: The Best Small White Dog Breeds to Add to Your Family ASAP 12 of 40 Bearded Collie Bearded
Collies are boisterous and bouncy, with a more similarly shaggy Sporty English Sheepdogs. They love the outdoors (in any climate!) and do well with kids. Weight: 45-55 pounds 13 of 40 Shetland Sheepdog Shelties are very playful and energetic, although they are significantly smaller than similar coolies. As herders, these can run quickly and gracefully, but you can still scoop
one for a hug at the end of the day. Weight: 15-25 pounds 14 of 40 Cocker Spaniel These sports are known to be very happy, intelligent, and gentle. While they are quite active, they behave well with other animals and children. Weight: 20-30 pounds 16 of 40 Brittany As field dogs, Brittanys have infinite energy and make great running and hunting partners. They quickly learn and
love a challenge, but can be somewhat reserved if not socialized. Weight: 30-40 pounds 17 of 40 Golden Retriever Golden Retrievers put their super smarts to good use as guides and service dogs, but beneath that brand coat is a heart of gold as well. They quickly please and cheerfully love family members - making them often popular among pet owners. Weight: 55-75 pounds
18 of 40 Bulldogs Underneath that frowning mug lies a heart of gold. They are loyal, steadfast, courageous and determined. Bulldogs are also willing to please - once they figure out what it is you want. They snore a storm and prefer a milder climate. Weight: 40-50 pounds 19 of 40 Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier An Irish breed, these fuzzy terriers are known for their deep devotion
and show of affection. The owners even nicknamed their loving welcome Wheaten greetin. Weighted 30-40 pounds 20 of 40 standard Schnauzer smart and spiritual, it's no wonder that Schnauzers are bred in three different sizes (miniature, standard, and colossal). These powerful are natural and smart. Weight: 30-50 pounds 21 of 40 Chinese Shar-Pei Regal and aloof, this does
not fawn or beg attention. Shar-Pei of China is for his family, making it a great watchdog. Weight: 45-60 pounds 22 of 40 Portuguese Water Dogs They didn't earn dog water names for nothing. People with disabilities have waterproof coats and filmy feet, originally bred for fishing. Today, two of the Obamas' pets are the most famous examples of this breed. The family chose part of
The first for their non-allergenic plumage. Weight: 35-60 poundsRELATED: 20 Adorable Hypoallergenic Dogs That Don't Shed 23 of 40 Chow Chow The Chow Chow's keen intelligence, independent spirit, and innate dignity make it an impressive breed. They tend to be reserved, even to families, but very loyal. Weight: 45-70 pounds 24 of 40 Dalmatian Varieties this multi-talented
breed has been one of war, a shepherd, a hunter, and a ratter. They love, spirit, and learn quickly. A natural watchdog, Dalmatians are dedicated to strangers and dislike others in their territory. Weight: 45-70 pounds 25 of 40 English Springer Spaniel Gentle, easy to walk, and very affectionate, this breed is a top choice for a child's pet. They are playful and love to participate in
rough and tumble games. Springer Spaniels even get along with the others. Weight: 40-50 pounds 26 of 40 Finnish Spitz With a fiery orange jacket and pointed ears, Finland's national dog tends to resemble a fox more than one. Finkies are not only great viewing dogs but also friendly friends for children. Weight: 20-35 pounds 27 of 40 Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever Bred for
tolling, or game attraction, active partners do best with a job to do. Active families will love their affectionate and intelligent attitude. Weight: 35-50 pounds 28 of 40 Portuguese Podengo Podengos is vivid and playful, coming in three sizes: pequeno, médio and grande. These hunts are from the 5th century and prefer to work together in one package. Weight: 35-65 pounds 29 of 40
Pyrenean Shepherd Active and cheerful, these herders have rough and finely coated varieties. Most often, Pyrenean Shepherds link intently with a person and can be wary of strangers. Weight: 15-30 pounds 30 of this high-energy Samoyed 40 likes to be outdoors. Samoyeds are very friendly, intelligent and eager to please, but they also tend to be reserved. Weight: 35-65 pounds
If you are thinking about bringing home an average, let us suggest this proper name: Goldilocks. They are not too large, and they are not too small; they're moderate, says Nicole Ellis, resident dog trainer and renowned dog expert at Rover. Meet the expert Nicole Ellis, who is the dog trainer well-known dog specialists at Rover. Nicole is a Certified Professional Dog Trainer (CPDT-
KA), American Kennel Club CGC evaluator and APDT trainer. She believes that with love and positive consolidation, we can train any. Ellis knows, of course, that any you choose will only match especially if you take the necessary steps to weigh all your options. Ellis says some things to consider include how often you travel, whether you have children, your apartment rules for
pets, your budget for dog food and health issues, and how active you want to be. In most cases, the average dog is the best bet. Big dogs are harder to fly with, and a small number are hard around children. Moreover, the larger eat more food and shed more, while the smaller one can sway into dangerous spaces. For exercise? The average size has more stamina than the
smaller one, so if you want a workout friend, you might want to start with the average instead of the small one, she continued. While this comparison game may last much longer than outlined above, we will keep our advice on a tight leash. We asked Ellis to introduce the best average weight 40 for most homes so you can get a general idea of how these potential family members
can fit your routine. Medium-sized dogs are more durable than the smaller one, so if you want a workout friend, you may want to start with the medium instead of the small one. Medium-sized pups are a great medium between large and small, and by getting a mixed variety, you can have the best of many varieties, too, she said. Be sure to do more research on the breed you are
interested in to see that it suits you and your household. For the best medium size for your home, consider the following varieties. 01 of 40 Carol Howell/EyeEm/Getty Images A medium-sized ruffle that doesn't fall off and is extremely smart, making them fun and easy to workout, she said. They also love to participate in adventures and are a great family. 02 of 40 Arterra/Getty
Images Popular from the film Lassie, these make great families, Ellis said. They are very smart, and have enough energy to keep everyone happy– from hiking to grabbing. 03 out of 40 Purple Collar Pet Photography/Getty Images Laboratories are considered a medium-sized, and they are the most popular dog breeds in the U.S., according to the American Kennel Club, she said.
The lab is amazing but adaptable, all around big. They are smart and hardworking but love to play and make people laugh. 04 of 40 Paulo Santos/Getty Images Wheaten terriers are one of my favorite breeds, Ellis said. These independences are usually quite quiet, but they also prefer to watch over the house. They are affectionate and charming pets—not to mention, unique and
adorable. 05 of 40 Purple Collar Pet Photography/Getty Images The children are very energetic and friendly, Ellis notes. They like for all of them and succeed in whatever they try, from agility to scent work to treatment work. 06 of 40 Arterra/Getty Images Beard collies require brushing and grooming, but they make up for it with all the fun you'll have, Ellis adds. These puppies are
very athletic and happy to participate in any family adventure, or go home and relax with the kids. 07 of 40 Bridget Davey/Getty Images You won't be running a marathon with a bulldog, but if you're looking for one to relax with and bring some character to your home, then a bulldog is very fit, she said. They are loyal, determined, courageous and funny! 08 of 40 Mikkel Bigandt/Getty
Images These make great families and often love children, she said. They are also very smart, which makes training fun and easy for everyone. In the end, the spaniels are playful but big enough to be able to get down with a good game of chase or pull. 09 of 40 Hans Surfer/Getty Images I have a lot of friends who have these and they love them, she continued. They are smaller
than most searchers and have a crazy 'roller' scream, but they are loyal, hardworking and lovely families who love to swim and play. 10 of 40 AFP Stringer/Getty Images Often confused with poodles, curly, hairy is a great addition to any family, she said. They prefer to be included in any activity, and they do not cause allergies. 11 of 40 D. Trocio Photography/Getty Images Cocker
spaniels are known to be loving and sweet, Ellis said. While they are an active breed, they do not mind settle down and relax with children, family members, or other animals. 12 of this 40 Picture Alliance/Getty Images isn't for everyone, but it's perfect for active people who want a companion, she said. They have high stamina, so they like to go hiking and running, which is what
they were originally bred to do. They make a great partner to hit the trails with. For more average dogs, consider: 13 of these 40 low-maintenance furry friends are great for children, although they can be difficult to train. 14 of 40 They may be compact, but they're all muscular; they're curious, good-natured and evil smart too. 15 of 40 Lee Jeffryes/Getty Images Spirited, lean, and
super-active... and who will not admire the eyes that stand out? 17 of 40 Friendly and Loving, this easy-going breed makes a companion comforting, but needs a lot of exercise. 18 of 40 Santiago Urquijo/Getty Images Smart and eager, this loyal man wants a lot to do to stay happy. 19 of 40 MilanEXPO/iStock/Getty Images These make you happy and curious; both playful and
peppy. 20 out of 40 photographs by R A Kearton/Getty Images One of the most talented and hardworking dogs, they are known for their intelligence and are often exploited as search and rescue. 21 of 40 Alona Rjabceva/Getty Images The handsome is playful, but has serious watchdogging. 22 of 40 Sports and Agility, they had energy inside the house and out. 23 out of 40
Quicksnap Photos/Getty Images Their relationship with children and nature has is that they can match the energy of older children. 24 of 40 Amy Lane Photography/Getty Images The exemplary of a people, they'll be willing to join you on your hike or lie around for a Netflix binge. 25 out of 40 doxies, as they are known, do not lack courage. sympathetic. brave, vivacious, and
curious. 26 of 40 Gerard Brown/Getty Images The people you discover are smart and go, however, they may be a little worried. Just remember to reward good behavior and provide a lot of socialization. 27 of 40 Tetra Images - Jessica Peterson/Getty Images Lavish attention on this playful and intelligent breed; they are known to entertain everyone around them. 28 of 40 Daniela
Duncan/Getty Images Fluffy, amiable, and goes to describe this Dutch breed best. 29 of 40 Purple Collar Pet Photography/Getty Images Charming and fast, this breed is easy to train and round up emotionally. 30 of 40 Sven Meier/EyeEm/Getty Images Exuberant and smart, confident and up for anything. 31 of 40 Steve Howell/Getty Images They tend to get a bad rap, but this
smart breed, when properly trained is gentle and protective. 32 of 40 Bold and fearless and solidly reliable. 33 of 40 Best for owners who want to be the center of attention and emotional response. 34 out of 40 Japanese amateur photogs/Getty Images This ancient Japanese breed feels confident at home in both urban and rural environments. 35 of 40 A tougher breed, they may be
more conservative around strangers, but are generally low-key and loyal. 36 of the 40 Vladislavs Gabovs/EyeEm These skiers love family life, are personable, trust, and need a lot of exercise. 37 of 40 Long-haired friends are sensitive and affectionate, but smart. 38 of 40 Hillary Kladke/Getty Images Originally tapped for long days in the field, these are loyal and energetic, meaning
they make great jogging or cycling friends. 39 out of 40 dohlongma - HL Mak/Getty Images Germany's Gray Ghost, these are docile, like a lot of exercise and quality time with their people. 40 of 40 Fiona McAllister Photography/Getty Images These gently are quick on their feet when they have something to chase. In between bursts of energy, they are the miniature image of the
cold. Conditioning.
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